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I. Introduction 
At present a great number of phenomenological models for had-

rona exists. All of them in a way are baaed on the QCO but each of 
them la not connected with the others. For example, the model moat 
fruitful for the deacriptlon of the apeotroacopy of (heavy and light) 
quarkonia ie the nonrelativiatie potential one ' ' which cannot be 
used to describe the hadron interactions. 

In this paper we propose a phenomenological model based on QCD 
containing the nonrelatlviatic hadron spectroscopy, dual-resonance 
amplitudes, chiral Lagrangiana and in the limit of high energiea 
turning into the quark-parton phenomenology, A model of that type 
is useful not only for the invaatigation of different transitional 
regions of energy but can be used aa a prototype of the future theo
ry in which an arbitrary hadron process may be calculated within a 
given accuracy (in total analogy with QGD). 

The main idea of the preaent paper consists in the application 
within the QCD of the experience of QED to the bound state problem. 
Recall that in QKD the bound states are constructed by the expansion 
of the theory on the spatial components of the gauge field over the 
exact solution defined by the temporal one, i.e. by the Coulomb 
field, bet ua call this perturbation theory "physical" (PPT). The 
PPT supposes the quantisation only of the physical degrees of free
dom (in contrast to the Dirac method where all components of the 
field are quantised). 

Usually, one thinks that for the restoration of the relativls-
tic-covarianee of the bound states it is necessary to bring all aom-
ponenta (A0/A-)ot the field in equal conditions. There are two waye 
to do this: using the reletivietlc gauge or summing up the whole 
perturbation theory. But the latter cannot be accomplished and each 
transition to another relativietic gauge mixes nonperturbative bound 
effects with those coming from the perturbatlve radiative correc
tions and this io noncsleuiable, too ' 2' (instead of a finite number 
of diagrams one has an InfJ.ivite number of diagrams even in the lowaat 
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orders). Xo describe the interactions practically, it is desirable 
to understand how one can get relativistic-covariant bound-state 
wave functions in each order of the perturbation theory. At present /3/ there is no clear understanding of this problem even in QED ' •". 

Concrete calculations have shown ' ' that the oovariant and 
self-^consistent description of bound states in the PPT are achieved 
by an appropriate choice of the time-like quantisation vector. The 
vector is fixed by the following physical reason> it must be euch a 
vector that the Coulomb field^4 0s Ду Ajmovee together with the bound 
state forming by it (n«|| fy) . (In all other cases the relati-
vistic dispersion law 9'= fiX, where Ы is the maes of the 
bound state, is breaking ' " ) . In this way the relativiatie-coveri-
ance is formally re-eBtablished. On the other hand, the covariance 
as a transformation property is achieved by taking account of addi
tional diagrams induced by nonlocal Lorentz transformations of the 
fields in the "minimal" quantisation scheme that is equivalent to 
the PPT , A t ' . 

Another constructive idea to confine the phenomenology is to 
use nonnormalized solutions for the time component A t which in the 
given quantisation acheme ia not quantum and is not limited by the 
normalisation condition. Such solutions produce ohanges in the Cou
lomb potential in the infinitesimal vicinity of the aero transfer 
momentum and the phenomenological parameters of that modification 
are defined by the quarkonia spectroscopy which playe the role of 
the Coulomb experiment for this case. It i* natural to name such an 
infrared modification of the Coulomb la* the phenomenologieal chro
mes tatice. 

To show the aelf-consistency of that approach, it is necesaary 
to find out (by direct and exact calculations for the propagator» of 
quarks and gluone which interact by the infrared potential) that the 
phenomenological enromostatics removes all Infrared divergences of 
the perturbation theory written in terms of quasiparticles and that 
the coupling constant is small enough In the whole transfer-momentum 
region. Additionally, it ia useful to verify that the lowest order 
of PET contains different phenomenologieal models of hadron interac
tions at low-energies and there is a continuous transition to the 
parton model and the QCD phenomenology of email distances with the 
formula of asymptotic freedom. 

The aim of the present paper is to give a symmary of thie prog
ram. In section 2 the PPT and the basic hypothesis of the chromosta-
ties are deaoribed. In section 3 calculated are the Green functions 



of the quasiparticles and the effective coupling constant. In sec
tion 4 the spectrum of mesons and their interactions are considered. 

2. Physical perturbation theory 
The formulation of the perturbation theory in QCD (as the expan

sion on the spatial components of the gauge (gluon) field over the 
exact solution of the equation for the temporal component) is con
nected with the quantization method in which only physical degrees 
of freedom are quantized. A straightforward account of this quanti
zation method, namely of the "minimal" one was done in rot.'*'. This 
method was formulated starting with the requirement that the rela-
tivistic transformation properties of classical and quantum fields 
coincide. 

As the Hamiltonian of the theory, the gauge-invariant Belinfante 
tensor is taken 

Иш = Jjfc [i Fef+1 Ff+ tfiM +m.+ rt AL) j ] , 

which on the solutions of the Gauss equation may be expressed only 
in terms of physical variables as gauge-invariant functionals ( A , 
£jT ) of the initial fields (A> ̂ ) . In the lowest order of the per
turbation theory Hgcj) has the form 

Над, -JAJJ (#'>'• ±Fjtti'* fdXfi, +m.W. 

(D 

where 
T r a :ra jra 

•Tft JtL „ Jy А* л т 
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are functionala of the in i t ia l fields: 

qT[AtqU VCAKj, J UT4], exj>(fid&)' 
(2) 

Exactly these functionals due to their borentz-transformatlon pro
perties are compared to quantum fields A and <\ • Note, that 
the functionala (2) differ from the transversal variables (diA( = o) 
in the Dirac method in their transformation properties under Lorentz 
transformations and in containing an extra physical information ' '. 
For example, in QCD, where the stationary gauge transformations (as 
the mapping of a 3-dimenaional space Rj into SU(3)-group) have non-
trivial topological properties, the functionals in (1) are defined 
up to a phase factor degenerated in the topological index of the map
ping. Aa a result of the degeneracy the physical fields as factors 
of the sources in the generating functional differ from the "undres
sed" field used in the diagrams of the perturbation theory. The re
moval of the degeneration for the physical fields makes all colour 
Green functions and the creation amplitudes vanish for colour par
ticles due to the destructive interference of the phase factora of 
that degeneration '"•". Therefore we shall only consider "bare" pro
pagators of the perturbation theory and colourless bound statea. 

Taking into account the fact that the Hamiltonian (2) is defined 
by the exact solution of the equation for the time component and 
the solution doea not obey the normalization condition, we can rede
fine the expressions (£± T0 )Cx) in (2) within the solutions of the 
equations Э£ С-£г J0 )(л)~ Х> &с) во that the effective Hamiltonian 

OK 

should remain translation-invariant. 
One can see that the above redefinition of ( j ~ t J» JC*) is 

given by K 

the second term diaappeare under the action of the Laplace operator 
and the substitution of the expression into the Hamiltonian (1) leads 
to a translation-invariant potential (owing to the integration aym-
matry in 2? and V )i 
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(7) 

H int * - i /eft* «ty J7f«> Z T^> V( & -#l), (4) 
Z J 
Vft>s --£- + V^\ г,|£-£1. ( 5 ) 

The parameters of this potential will be fixed from the spectroscopy 
of mesons ' »'' 

3. Green functions for quarks and uluona and the 
coupling constant 

For light quarks ( № L « V0 ) and inassless gluons their infra
red behaviour must only be defined by the chromostatic Hamiltonian 
with the oscillator potentialt 

The Green function for the quark was found in ref. ' 

S ( f , . . _ t - . r . f *«<»>, /i-'f I 
f-ZCp) Lp.-EOphfE fc + EUpO-ie J 

where 

are the projective operators on atatea with positive and negative 
energies, 2TCp£) is the self-energy operator obeying the Schwinger-
-Dyson equation 

(9) 

(10) 
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that after the substitution (10) reduces to a differential equation 
for the function fP(f>) of the sine-Gordon type 

(f V j e 2f>*-4in &Cj>) - -iin. Z&Cf» - 2mu p*cos Уср>, 

E СП = p-iin &(p) - pKcta Уср) - | (<p ' /+ « I dm ^ Q » ) , 

In ref. ' for massless quarks it waa ahown that solutions with spon
taneous chiral symmetry breaking 

Уз 

|Гс,>|-{ О t p -# oe 

are energetically preferable as compared with the trivial solution 
2"- о • In the ваше way we consider the gluon propagator 

4 W'^v^rJ^-H'^ (12) 

with the one-particle energy CUCb) defined by the equation 

or 

In dlmenaionalleaa variables 

CO » U>/ae , P = P/a& , *• т (Nc V.) , 

we get the equation 
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In the limit of large momenta ( p -> oo , tv-^-i )we have 

W C p ) * - p* = «*<?> = ± - o . 
- - - - p 

and we can aee that the gluon тавв vaniBnea as the quark mase, too. 
In the limit of small momenta equation (13) becomes a nonlinear 
first-order equation which can be solved 

M'(f) = ± fi Cf> * } fi (P=°)-- /fa ФО, 
and which needs nontrivial boundary conditions while zero boundary 
conditions lead only to an energy COC f>) identically equal to zero. 

As a result, the gluon and quark become massive and their struc
ture masaea vanish at large momenta. 

On the other hand, the existence of the structure mass for the 
gluon leada to the infrared modification of the asymptotic freedom 
formula 

r Л* 
To find a rough estimate of this modification at small enough 

Q * , one can change en Ф/Л* by the expression for a massive loop 

ft, Ql . \ Joe <?n 7 Г * *" T* 

The asymptotictfreedom formula takes the form 

r J

0 х(4-х)Лх 1 И * ° 
and, unlike (14), has no singularities in 0 in the whole Eucli
dean region, but at 0 = 0 defines the effective coupling constant 
of "quaeiquarks" (9) and "quesigluons" (12). 

For oi "fyo) .0.2 and A - 100 MeV we get the following esti
mate for the gluon maaai fi0* 700 UeV. Formula (15) does not cont
radict the available experimental data and explaine the tendency of 
the experimental change of the parameter A (the larger Q* the 
larger A ) (see fig. 1). 
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A more precise parametrlsation in the region of low energies 
seems to be done not with the parameter Л , but with the coupling 
constant', as in QED, and the structure quark and gluon masses which 
eliminate,as shown above., the infrared catastrophe of the PPT. 

Therefore one can expect that the radiative corrections to the 
spectrum of the bound states for the theory (2)-(15) will be small 
enough (/v- О (^®/чч) > • 

4. Bllocal chiral Lagrangiana 
As noted above, the relativiatic description of bound states is 

achieved in each order of PPT in the QED not by the relativixation of 
the interaction potential but by the choice of the reference frame and 
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boundary conditions. The choice must be made ao that the "nonrelati-
viatic" potential should move together with the particles, a bound 
state of which it forma. In full analogy, we get the following sys
tem of the Schwinger-Dyson and Bethe-Salpeter equations 

J ' (16) 

/-Z<»J ' G»>* 
and 

where У denotes the total momentum of the two-particle ayatem{ P, 
and yt are factors depending on the шаваев Щ andl mt of the par
ticles 2< + ?i* ^ ^ 1 0^, V(p) i B the potential defined by the tempo
ral component of the field 

For the system (16), (17) the dispersion law "- /*н is fulfilled 
and the system ia free from the defects of the relativiatic equationa 
ueed in ref.'5', where the "Coulomb" field and the bound atate move 
in different directions. In the rest frame JL= (f*M>o,0,o) the equa
tiona (16) and (17) coincide with the equationa in ref.'", and-for 
maaaless quarks (for which the oscillator potential dominates) all 
reaults of these works (where the mass spectrum for quarkoni» with 
the pion as a Goldatone particle was found) remain correct. 

The four-quark chromostatica (7) with the operator 

KCVq) - Yffx)^« fy (19) 

leads not only to the bound state spectrum but to ita coherent Inter
action, too. It is useful to formulate this interaction in term» of 
bilocal meson fields (see, for example, ') going from quark fields 
to bilocal meaon fields with the action 
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where means the trace over all discrete and continuous vari
ables TrM*=, ^ x Днц U НСх,у) М(у,х) i М(м,уУ descri
bee the bilocal meson field and M = M " Л % is the corresponding mat
rix with flavour and Lorentz indices. 

In terms of bilocal variables the Schwinger-Dyson equation (16) 
comes out from (20) aa a "stationary" point 

the expansion around which defines the free action in 
bilocal fields and their interactions. 

Ss,ee = T1f-i(inV-M+ Ifem'/J, ( 2 ) ) 

The free action leads to the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the vertex 
function 

the solution of which can be expanded over the solutions (17) 

m'fey). raw*) = i ^ Ш I S +c P4-/ОЛн« 
(23) 

where 

and (сс+и)/2 a <* , x-y= 2 are the absolute and relative coor
dinates. A M is the normalization factor, Q и and Д * are, respec
tively, the creation and annihilation operators, УС-р <q) means the 
solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equation and Цц la the hadron maee. 

The expressions (21)-(23) are useful to investigate the low-
-energy interactions of hadrons, i.e. the limit V-*.oO , for which 
the «are function of the bound state ae a consequence of the 'normali
sation condition reduces to a S"-f unction. For example, 
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JC(ex)~V„ e. -» e f*x). 
In that limit the bilocal field in terms of the relative coordinate 
behaves as a S" -function (see ii'j)) 

m'(x,p ~ SV»-y). 
That limit can be got from the very beginning if the potential 
is itself taken as a ^ -function. It is well-known that the four-
-quark interaction with that sort of a potential was first conside
red as a starting point to formulate the spontaneous ohiral symmetry 
breaking» Now there exists a large number of papers' 1 0* ' showing 
the transformation of a bilooal Lagrangian with a $-like potential 
into a ehiral Lagrangian» 

In ref.'8» » ' it has been shown that the perturbative theory 
over bilooal fields with the propagator !><•*,,** la,.*,)» М(х„*,> Мщ,,»,) 
containing an infinite number of resonances describes dual-resonance 
amplitudes. 

To summarize, in the approach above the chiral Lagrangian is a 
low-energy limit of a generating functional for self-dual amplitudes 
(21) and (22) which describe the coherent interaction of hadrons in 
that region of small momenta where the form factors of hadrons are 

/1С/ 
large' •" . With decreasing distances and increasing momenta the form 
factors (and together with them the coherent interactions) vanish and 
the Green functions of the quasiparticles become the usual ones of 
"bare" particles of the standard QCD perturbation theory used for the 
description of the quark-parton phenomenology of deep-inelastic pro
cesses. 

The essence of this phenomenology consists in the following: 
the sum over all probabilities of final hadron states of processes 
б £*•* hadrone, etc. Is described as an imaginary part of the corres
ponding elastic amplitude, constructed from quark-gluon diagrams of 
the QCD perturbation theory 

This relation ie called the quark-hadron duality and is used In the 
local form to define quantum numbers of the quarks and gluons. That 
definition makes essentially use of the perturbation theory in the 
Minkowski враое where the oondition Jin ~К;фО for \?h Po -*«o 
oontradlcts the experimental nonobservation of the quarks in the 
same energy region. 
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In the considered PPT (for which, as stressed above, the crea
tion amplitudes of colour p a r t i c l e s ( O equal zero) this contradic
tion can be explained with the help of the unitary relat ion S S = i i 
S= I *lT 

I TiH Т./ + I Г1С Т* „ 4 Jm TtJ , (i>i 4 C). 
In QCD the left-hand side of the equality is fully fixed by the 

hadron channels (because Ъс-0 ), at the same time, in QED the main 
contribution cornea from the second term ( H denotes the bound sta-
tea and now C- describes charged particles and photone). 

In both (in QED and QCD) the perturbation theory for the right-
-hand aide is correct in the energy region far from resonances. Just 
in this energy region of the Minkowski space the local quark-hadron 
duality ia used. 

Therefore, the PPT for gauge fields can explain why in QED and 
QCD different experiments to defiv the quantum number of the fundamen
tal particles are used. 

Conclusion 
Following the QUID we attempted to answer the following questions. 

What ia the perturbation theory for bound atates? What are the condi
tions for practical calculations within a given accuracy and for 
relativistic-covariance in each order of the perturbation theory? 
How should one modify this perturbation theory, staying in its frame
work, to reproduce characteristic features of the hadron physics» 
hadron spectrum, spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking, dual-resonance 
amplitudes, parton model and confinement? 

To answer these questions, we treat quantization of gauge fields 
as a physical phenomenon needing a theoretical and phenomenological 
experiment but not as a strictly defined and formulated mathematical 
calculus. 

We have seen that the standard strictly formulated scheme of 
quantization of gauge theories based on the Dirac method is not ade
quate to the relativietic description of bound states even in QED. 
This scheme is neither useful for calculations nor relativistic-
-covariant. 

The anewers to the above questions are in some or other way con
nected with the formulation of the physical perturbation theory (on 
spatial components of the gauge field). That perturbation theory goes 
out of the used standard method of quantization and the mechaniam of 
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dimensional transmutation associated with the asymptotic freedom for
mula. We would remind that in the region of small transfer momenta 
this formula turns into the hypothesis of a large coupling constant 
which not only eliminates the infrared divergences» but also leade 
to theoretical uncontrolled phenomenology. We have replaced this phe
nomenology by the phenomenology of chromeststics and have shown that 
PPT based on the ohromostatics contains the asymptotic freedom formu
la, too (in that region where it was strongly derived). 

On the other hand, the above-formulated PPT differs from the 
nonrelativistic potential quarkonia model ' " because it allows at 
the same time on equal status to describe heavy qunrka { m„ » V 6 'л ) 
and gluona, gives a ooncrete way to calculate radiative corrections 
and describes the relativistic Interactions of hadrone in agreement 
with popular phenomenological models.. 

The authors thank I.K.Dremin, A.V.Efremov, V.G.Kadyshevsky, 
H.Leutwyler and Y.A.Smorodinsky for discussions, (ne of the authors 
(V.P.) would like to thank W.Kummer, A.D.Paddeev, E.S.Prsdkin and 
D.V.Volkov for fruitful discussions of some aspects of the problem. 
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Первушин В.Н. и др. Е2-88-78 
Феноменология хромостатики 

Для описания адронов как связанных состояний предла
гается физическая теория возмущений (ФТВ) по пространст
венным компонентам глюонного поля вокруг точного решения, 
определяемого временной компонентой. Применяются метод 
квантования, релятивистски ковариантный в каждом порядке 
ФТВ, и способ устранения инфракрасных расходимостей с по
мощью феноменологического доопределения кулоновского по
тенциала. Получены основные элементы ФТВ: функции Грина 
кварков и глюонов, их эффективная константа связи, и по
строен функционал, описывающий одновременно спектроскопию 
мезонов, дуальные амплитуды и киральные лагранжианы. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики 
ОИЯИ. 

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1988 

Pervushin V.N. et al. E2-88-78 
Phenomenology of Chromostatics 

For the description of hadrons as bound states the 
physical perturbation theory (PPT) on the spatial compo
nents of the gluon field over the exact solution,defined 
by the temporal one,is proposed.There are used a quanti
zation method,which in each order of the PPT is relati-
vistic-covariant, and an elimination of the infrared di
vergences with the help of the phenomenological redefi
nition of the Coulomb potential. The main elements of 
the PPT: the Green functions of quarks and gluons, the 
effective coupling constant are found; and the functio
nal, unifying the meson spectroscopy, dual amplitudes 
and chiral Lagrangians, is constructed. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
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